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	We are delighted that you have engaged us to help you learn Python as

	quickly and as deeply as possible. The goal of the Core Python series of

	books is not to just teach developers the Python language; we want you

	you to develop enough of a personal knowledge base to be able to develop

	software in any application area.





	In our other Core Python offerings, Core Python Programming and Core

	Python Language Fundamentals, we not only teach you the syntax of the

	Python language, but we also strive to give you in-depth knowledge of

	how Python works under the hood. We believe that armed with this

	knowledge, you will write more effective Python applications, whether

	you’re a beginner to the language or a journeyman (or journeywoman!).





	Upon completion of either or any other introductory Python books, you

	might be satisfied that you have learned Python and learned it well. By

	completing many of the exercises, you’re probably even fairly confident in

	your newfound Python coding skills. Still, you might be left wondering,

	“Now what? What kinds of applications can I build with Python?” Perhaps

	you learned Python for a work project that’s constrained to a very

	narrow focus. “What else can I build with Python?”
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The Handbook of Information Systems ResearchIdea Group Publishing, 2003
This book provides a fresh perspective on issues related to IS research by providing chapters from world-renowned leaders in IS research along with chapters from relative newcomers who bring some interesting and often new perspectives to IS research.

The field of information systems research is undergoing subtle changes as it seeks to...
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Multimedia Databases and Image Communication - Proceedings of the Workshop on MDIC 2004 (Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2005

	There is a strong need for advances in the fields of image indexing and retrieval and visual query languages for multimedia databases. Image technology is facing both classical and novel problems for the organization and filtering of increasingly large amounts of pictorial data. Novel kinds of problems, such as indexing and high-level...
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Exploring ArcObjects (Two Volume Set)ESRI Press, 2001
The software programs that make up the ESRI ArcGIS Desktop productsArcView, ArcEditor, and ArcInfomake up the worlds most advanced geographic information system (GIS) software, offering unprecedented out-of-the-box ease of use, point-and-click customization, and professional developer extensibility. In addition to the state-of-the-art user...
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Knowledge Management in the Public Sector: A Blueprint for Innovation in GovernmentM.E. Sharpe, 2006
The term public sector refers to the functioning agencies and units at the federal, state, county, municipal, and local levels of government. The sector includes all agencies, government corporations, the military, and departments, agencies, and miscellaneous units that perform some form of public service. They range in size from the largest...
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Unix Power Tools, Third EditionO'Reilly, 2002
With the growing popularity of Linux and the advent of Darwin, Unix has metamorphosed into something new and exciting. No longer perceived as a difficult operating system, more and more users are discovering the advantages of Unix for the first time. But whether you are a newcomer or a Unix power user, you'll find yourself thumbing through the...
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Windows Phone 7 Developer Guide: Building connected mobile applications with Microsoft SilverlightMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Great achievements don’t happen overnight—they evolve over time based on a series of successes that converge and drive you onward. My favorite soccer team, Seattle Sounders FC, started life way back in 1974 in the North American Soccer League and only achieved their recent success in Major League Soccer through working hard to...
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